The abonnements de musique as characterized in the preceding scenario, also known as cabinets de lectures musicals, or, in English, music circulating libraries, were businesses that loaned music scores to subscribers. In France the life span of the institution was roughly a century and a half, from the end of the eighteenth century until the 1950s. In this article we describe the businesses as they existed in France, give some ideas about their patronage, and present a preliminary list of firms. We will see that music circulating libraries illustrate the functional nature of business, where a new enterprise can spring up to fill a need in the marketplace and then fade away when no longer needed. We also infer that these libraries played a significant role in the dissemination of music, allowing people to rent music which they could not afford to buy.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Michel Brenet, writing in 1906, 4 noted that the history of French circulating libraries for music was then almost entirely unknown. A century later, this is still mostly true for the French businesses. The history is more complete for German, English, and Norwegian libraries. In 1998, Tobias Widmaier's book on German Musikalienleihhandel clarified our understanding of such businesses in German-speaking countries. Widmaier, who offers detailed city-by-city research, is able to follow the growth and decline of German music circulating libraries. One revealing graph shows numbers of libraries in a parabola from only 39 libraries in 1840, through a high of 393 in 1890, and back to a low of 36 in 1925. 5 For the British Isles, Robin Alston examined all types of libraries in existence be- fore 1850 and identified fifty-one music circulating libraries in Great Britain that opened between 1770 and 1845. 6 In addition, Alec Hyatt King's excellent article on the subject lists music circulating libraries identified from music catalogs, trade cards, trade sheets, and Humphries and Smith's Music Publishing in the British Isles. 7 For Norway, Dan Fog and Kari Michelsen in their book on Norwegian music publication note that: "It has been found advisable to mention the music hire libraries of the 19th century. Their importance can hardly be over-estimated. To the musical public of that time they were indispensable, and to the musicologist of today they mean an authentic and first-hand source of information as to the repertoire of times past." 8 Of the thirty-eight Norwegian publishers listed in the book, Fog and Michelsen note the presence of hire libraries in thirteen of the entries.
Hans Lenneberg in his article "Early Circulating Libraries and the Dissemination of Music" makes a case that "new compositions were published in editions too small to explain their rapid and widespread dissemination." 9 An example was Robert Schumann's piano work Kinderscenen, which was published in an edition of only 300 yet was widely known. Lenneberg suggests that music circulating libraries accelerated the dissemination of scores published in such small editions.
Circulating music libraries in France have not had a detailed examination. Though Americans ourselves, we have come to these French libraries because our library, the Music Library at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, holds the Rokahr Family Archive, a collection specializing in French opera scores of the nineteenth century. In the course of cataloging this collection, we noticed scores with stickers on the covers or with specially embossed covers (see fig. 1 ), indicating that the score had once been part of a music circulating library. Our involvement with these scores moved from mild curiosity to interest to concentrated attention.
To explore the issues affecting music circulating libraries, we will focus on business models from each of four time periods: the pioneers (late eighteenth century), the entrepreneur (1830s), the established businesses (mid-to late-nineteenth century), and the mega-businesses (twentieth century). We will then consider who might have used these libraries and why.
THE PIONEERS: BUREAU D'ABONNEMENT MUSICAL
A vision for the first Parisian music circulating library came from two immigrants: a Belgian painter, Antoine de Peters, and an Italian violinist, Jean-Baptiste Miroglio. 10 An announcement for their venture, called the Bureau d'abonnement musical, first appeared in L'avant coureur on 22 July 1765:
Since music has become an almost general amusement, and since people of the highest rank find pleasure in it, nothing is more useful than a shop that has assembled all kinds of music from ancient to modern. Such is on offer at the business we are announcing today that will be opened the 22d of this month in the cour de l'ancien Grand-Cerf, rue des Deux-Portes-Saint-Sauveur at the home of Miroglio. The collection at the shop is most complete for instrumental and vocal music. One can find all the good French, Italian, and German pieces there, and new pieces are added daily. The subscription will be 24 livres per year, in exchange for which sum the subscriber can take whatever piece of music that they would like. For that purpose they will be provided with a catalog which will be updated every six months. The borrowing period is eight days. One will be able to get new scores when the old are returned in good shape. We believe that this establishment, which is run by people of taste, will contribute to the progress of art and will give the subscriber the pleasure of a varied repertoire. 11
The eighteenth century adapted fluid, changing business models for all aspects of music commerce: printing, publishing, and sales. One model for selling music was quite informal. The composer would selfpublish, send the music out to be engraved and printed, and then become his own distributor, selling the music from his home. Alternatively, it was the engraver or publisher who would take up the business of distribution from home or shop. Music was also occasionally sold at related businesses, such as instrument builders, stationers, or even candle makers. Music could find strange partners in the shop, as paper sellers sold "paper, ink, desks, pens, penknives, stamps, powders, Spanish waxes, seals, blank books and registers, portfolios, cardboard, [and] books ruled for music." 12 In this mix of business models, the dedicated music store was not the norm. The concept existed, though. Henri Foucault opened the first Parisian music store in the 1690s, followed much later in the 1720s by those of Boivin and Leclerc. 13 Despite these early attempts, the idea of a merchant specializing in music and related items was still Music Circulating Libraries in France 765
11. "Depuis que la musique est devenue un amusement presque général et que les personnes du plus haut rang en font leurs délices, rien n'était plus utile qu'un magasin où se trouvent rassemblés tous les morceaux de musique tant ancienne que moderne. C'est ce qu'offre aujourd'hui le bureau que nous annonçons, et qui sera ouvert le 22 de ce mois, cour de l'ancien Grand-Cerf, rue des Deux-Portes-SaintSauveur, chez le sieur Miroglio. La collection que présente ce bureau est des plus complètes, tant en musique instrumentale que vocale. On y trouvera tous les bons morceaux français, italiens et allemands, et on y ajoutera journellement tout ce qui paraîtra de nouveau. L'abonnement sera de 24 l. par an, moyennant laquelle somme les abonnés pourront y prendre telle pièce de musique qu'ils désireront, et il leur sera à cet effet fourni un catalogue dont on leur donnera le supplément de six mois en six mois. On pourra garder les examplaires l'espace de huit jours, et on en fournira de nouveaux; on en pourra même prendre de nouveaux tous les jours en remettant les anciens entiers et non déchirés. On sent combien cet établissement, à la tête duquel sont des personnes de goût, peut contribuer au progrès de l'art, et varier les agréments qu'on en retire." Quoted by Bruno Brévan, 15 In Paris one of the first opened in 1761. 16 Whereas booksellers first greeted these establishments with some alarm, fearing a diminishment of business as a result, they later became more sanguine. In 1813, T. N. Longman replied to the Copyright Committee (in England) when asked if the system of circulating libraries injured book trade: "I think the contrary. It tends to diffuse a taste for reading; having read a book, you have a desire to possess it, in many cases: besides that, the numerous societies which exist, each taking a copy creates a considerable demand." 17 The idea served the needs of the growing middle class, who were becoming more literate and increasing their consumption of printed materials.
The immediate result of Peters and Miroglio opening a circulating library dedicated to music was paranoia in the world of music publishing. The publisher Louis Balthazard de La Chevardière instituted a suit soon after the Bureau opened in 1765, alleging harm to music publishers in the venture. He was joined by a long list of composers who feared for their profits. The suit seems to have waxed and waned and involved some countersuing. According to Michel Brenet's description of the proceedings, the suit was quiet until February 1767 when it was reopened by La Chevardière, who had lost some supporting musicians in the intervening years-those who felt that the business could be useful to musicians -and gained others. Peters countered with his own long list of supporters. At the end of the suit, the court decreed that Peters was not to engrave, distribute, or rent music before the expiration of privileges. La Chevardière was fined three thousand livres in damages for infringing on the rights of Peters and Miroglio by engraving an arietta of Miroglio, and the court ordered him to stop printing the arietta. 18 Probably no one was satisfied by the decision of the court, but the Bureau d'abonnement musical continued to be listed in the Almanach musical until 1789, even after the death of Peters in 1779 and Miroglio in 1785. 19 If we return for a moment to the announcement published in the Avant coureur, we notice several items that feature in future circulating music libraries. Essential elements of the business include a subscription fee (in this case twenty-four livres), and a length of subscription period (in this case a year). A borrowing period must be established, which Peters and Miroglio set at eight days. They thought ahead about possible damage to the scores and commented on the necessity of returning the scores in good shape. These regulations, themselves borrowed from more general circulating libraries, continued as the basic formula for future music circulating libraries.
Facsimiles of one-page catalogs from the Bureau, printed between 1767 and 1782, are reproduced in Cari Johansson's French Music Publishers' Catalogues of the Second Half of the Eighteenth Century. 20 The earliest catalog lists about 125 scores, while the score count in the latest catalog has grown to nearly 300. These are specifically sale catalogs ("Catalogue des musiques qui se vendent au Bureau d'abonnement musical"). Performance media listed in the earliest catalog include sonatas for violin solo, music for piano and another instrument, violin duets, violin and continuo trios, quartets, symphonies, French and Italian ariettas, pieces for cello or bassoon, violin concertos, and pieces for harp or piano. Composers are a mix of Italian, German, and French with Martini, Wagenseil, and Miroglio himself figuring heavily. By the final catalog, new media had been added: piano concertos, cello concertos, French operas, airs with the accompaniment of harp, violin and bass, or guitar, airs détachés from comic operas, and more of everything. The Bureau would have had more scores than this available for borrowing, however. Peters bought 40,000 livres worth of scores in 1763-64. 21 Assuming an average score price of eight livres, this purchase would have been about five thousand scores, enough to give a respectable quantity of stock for borrowing. Probably discouraged by the legal troubles of the Bureau d'abonnement musical, no imitators appeared advertising circulating libraries for music in Paris until well after the revolution of 1789. Auguste Leduc, who had a publishing business dating from 1775, advertised a circulating library in 1798, as did Sieber fils. They were then joined by Decombe and Duhan, who advertised their libraries in 1802 and 1804, respectively.
THE ENTREPRENEUR: MAURICE SCHLESINGER
New music publishing firms began to open at a brisk pace. Between the beginning of the Revolution in 1789 and 1830, 190 French music publishers were established, and an average of six opened every year between 1815 and 1849. 22 By the 1820s nine music businesses in Paris advertised music circulating libraries as part of their offerings, and there were as many as nineteen firms in business which at one time held circulating music libraries.
Maurice Schlesinger (1798-1871), for his creative and sometimes devious business practices and for sheer flamboyance, was one of the most fascinating proprietors operating in Paris during the first half of the nineteenth century. Schlesinger, the son of Berlin publisher AdolpheMartin Schlesinger, founded his Parisian music publishing house in 1821 and continued the business until 1846. He published an impressive list of composers, including Beethoven, Liszt, Berlioz, and Hummel, and ran a journal, the Gazette musicale de Paris (later the Revue et gazette musicale), in addition to his circulating library. He was an innovative businessman, and experimented with new approaches to selling and renting music. Several of his new ideas in publishing and distribution seemed designed to make music accessible to a larger public.
One of Schlesinger's boldest plans was to sell music à bon marché, that is, much more cheaply than it had been sold previously. He published complete editions of composers such as Mozart and Rossini, and offered the sets by subscription at one sou per page, a very low cost. A writer in the magazine Le pianiste criticized him for the attempt, and wrote that publishing selected masterpieces, rather than the complete works of a composer, was the fairer approach, because such publishing would serve an educational function. The buyers would also get the music they really wanted and not have to sort through the lesser works to find the greater ones, or, even more dangerous, take inferior works as their models. 23 In Flaubert's novel of 1869, L'éducation sentimentale, the character Monsieur Arnoux was based on Schlesinger, making Schlesinger's name as well known in the literary world as in the musical. Monsieur Arnoux is a purveyor of art at a cheap rate, and Frederic, the main character in the novel, views his business methods as follows:
Having helped to establish certain contemporary masters, the picture dealer, always progressive, had tried to increase his sources of revenue, while preserving his artistic associations. His aim was the popularization of the arts-the sublime for sixpence. Every branch of the Paris luxury trade felt his influence, which was good in small matters, but disastrous in the larger issues. With his passion for gratifying the public, he enticed able artists from their proper path; he corrupted the strong, exhausted the weak, and turned the second-rate into celebrities; for his connections and his magazine gave him widespread power. . . . To Frederic, he seemed to unite the attributes of a millionaire, a dilettante, and a man of action. 24 The plan for music à bon marché was in some ways laudable and based on a democratic idea to "transform the French into a 'musical people,' " 25 but it was about ten years before its time. Costs of music had increased more than six-fold in a forty-year period, making, for example, a full score of Halévy's La juive cost 250 francs, the same cost as a violin or as two oboes with copper keys; the cost of a concert grand was about 1,250 francs. 26 In the early nineteenth century both ink and paper became more economical, and this permitted larger print runs on less expensive paper. Interestingly, though, the music publishers trying to lower costs did not take advantage of these technological innovations during the 1830s. Schlesinger himself approached the problem through creative financing and increased advertising, but these changes were not enough to make the inexpensive music he published financially viable. According to Devriès, selling music at a lower cost did become successful in the 1840s when publishers took advantage of less costly paper and reducedsize formats. These publishers, Launer and Bernard Latte, who sold scores for as little as thirty centimes, were also in the circulating library business.
Another bold move was Schlesinger's approach to his journal, the Gazette musicale de Paris. He pulled out all the stops in its first year of 27 His journal gave publicity for his publishing house, and Schlesinger kept his eye out for the flashiest publicity he could muster. When events in his personal life led him to fight a duel, he wrote about it in his journal, having fully integrated the idea that bad publicity was as useful as good for selling magazines and music. Schlesinger's innovations extended also to his music circulating library. He offered a two-tiered subscription rate. The basic subscription rate, corresponding to other circulating libraries of the time, was thirty francs per year, eighteen francs per half year, or twelve francs per three months. For this price the subscriber would receive two pieces of instrumental music at a time, and they could be exchanged three times per week. Alternatively in Schlesinger's new model, the customer could subscribe to a type of approval plan costing fifty francs per year, thirty per six months, or twenty per three months. For this greater price, not only could the subscriber borrow, but if he found a piece he particularly wanted to own, he could keep the music, up to seventy-five francs worth per year. The subscribers could essentially acquire more than they paid for-an enticing offer.
Schlesinger provided catalogs of music that he had available for sale and by subscription, and he advertised in 1840 that he had over 2,000 scores on hand for rental. 28 In addition, he offered subscriptions to those in the provinces with the understanding that they would pay the postage. Subscribers in the provinces could have four scores at a time, as compared to two at a time for those who lived in Paris. This was not an uncommon approach, in a sense rewarding those who lived further away by offering a more liberal score count, but also making the exchange more efficient for the business.
Eventually, Schlesinger's innovations-scores à bon marché, a musical journal with famous writers, and a two-tiered music rental system-did not serve him well financially. As a businessman, Schlesinger faced much criticism. Heller minced no words when he wrote that "Schlesinger is always and everywhere a man with neither faith nor law, who hasn't a drop of honest blood," and Liszt simply called him a stupid scoundrel. 29 Apparently the composers whom he published were not well paid.
Flaubert deals with the breakdown of his fictional character, Monsieur Arnoux, by portraying him as a manic person with numerous business ideas:
Arnoux leaned right forward and . . . confided his ideas to him. He wanted to take a lease of all the embankments on the Nord railway and sow them with potatoes; or to organize a monster procession along the boulevards, which would include all "the celebrities of the age." He proposed to hire all the windows, and to relet them at an average of three francs a seat, thus securing a fine profit. In short, he was hoping to corner something and so make his fortune quickly. 30 Schlesinger's life was as colorful as that of Flaubert's character. He figures prominently in letters written by Breitkopf & Härtel's Paris correspondent, Heinrich Probst. Schlesinger seems to have been a thorn in Probst's side, and Probst's letters mention various rumors and scandals involving Schlesinger: an affair of honor regarding the wife of the composer LaBarre, 31 a scandal involving a letter published under Schlesinger's name in a periodical 32 and rumors of his financial collapse. 33 Schlesinger left the music publishing business in the 1840s, selling out to Louis Brandus. He found enough capital to buy a hotel in the seaside town of Trouville; later he got into the railway and telegraph businesses. Maurice Schlesinger's creative business mind saw many opportunities for increasing his trade, and during the time he was a music publisher the idea of a music circulating library seemed to him a natural addition to his publishing concern.
THE ESTABLISHED BUSINESSES
At the time Schlesinger was retreating from the music trade in the 1840s, others were adding circulating libraries to their businesses at a great rate. In fact, in this decade more music circulating libraries were operating in France than in any other decade before or since. We think that this is partially explained by France having one major cultural center, Paris, and Germany having many. With the concentration in one place in France the idea could explode, whereas in Germany the idea had to trickle geographically through the country. Another partial explanation is that we were less able to identify possible music circulating libraries in the French provinces, so our numbers may be artificially low later in the century when the idea of music circulating libraries may have spread to the provinces.
The table shows only businesses that actually advertised during the decade in which they are represented. The actual numbers of working circulating libraries during a given decade were probably much higher.
A large number of libraries opened during the 1830s and 1840s, and some went on to have life spans of thirty years or more. The publisher Brandus opened in 1846 and advertised his circulating library until 1888. Three businesses, which opened in the 1830s, advertised their circulating libraries for decades: Etienne Challiot had a library into the 1860s, J.-F. Colombier into the 1880s, and Grus into the next century, the 1910s. The famous publisher Heugel, whose publishing house is still in existence, opened a circulating library in the 1840s and continued it until at least the 1860s and probably much longer. An earlier arrival on the scene, Henry Lemoine, began in the 1820s and continued into the 1880s. We regard these six businesses-Brandus, Challiot, Colombier, Grus, Heugel, and Henry Lemoine-as "established" because of the longevity of their operations.
These six music circulating libraries held other attributes in common. Each of them was involved in the music trade in several ways. They were all music publishers, and all published catalogs of scores offered for sale. Brandus, for example, is represented at the Bibliothèque nationale de France by catalogs dating between 1848 and 1853. Separate catalogs were printed for vocal, instrumental, and piano music, and Brandus published supplements as needed. In a catalog supplement from 1849 appears the first advertisement for the circulating library, a "Grand abonnement à la lecture musical," available to the subscriber for thirty francs 
In the collection of music catalogs held at the Bibliothèque nationale are some other types of advertising. Colombier produced fliers in which he both announced his new scores and advertised his circulating library. We also found four-page paper folders in which the first side advertised the shop's circulating library and the other three pages were blank. Our best guess is that these were used as wrappers for music purchased or borrowed from the store. The folders included collection descriptions and subscription prices and terms. One example is a folder from 1850 of Challiot (see fig. 2 ), who went so far as to print his information in both French and English, writing that he kept "an extensive circulating musical library . . . for the accommodation of residents and visitors." 35 It was by no means a foregone conclusion that a circulating library would advertise in the press. While we found ads for circulating libraries in six music journals (Le courrier musical, L'art musicale, Gazette The two exceptions were Brandus and Heugel, who had their own house organs. Brandus advertised in his Revue et gazette musicale intermittently in 1847-49, 1851, 1865, and 1869-81. Note that even when advertising space was presumably readily available, the company did not always take advantage of it. Brandus's most consistent run of advertising was 1869-81 when it could be relied upon to suggest each December that a library subscription would be a perfect New Year's gift. Heugel, too, made use of its own magazine, Le ménestrel, placing ads nearly every year between 1833 and 1900. Oddly, though, these ads never appeared more than five or six times per year in this weekly publication.
Although Lemoine seems not to have advertised in the press, he did make use of another avenue. The annual Almanach general du commerce et de l'industrie 38 published by Didot-Bottin, which could be compared to a country-wide yellow pages, listed firms in business in Paris and in the provinces. The Paris section of the publication was most complete, with three indexes: name, address, and profession. In the professions section under "Musique (marchands et éditeurs de)," most businesses were simply listed by name and address. Some, presumably for a price, took the opportunity to describe the business in greater detail. Lemoine often included an extended entry. An example from 1863 will suffice: This advertisement was the longest in that year's edition of Didot-Bottin, and Lemoine clearly considered it a significant place to advertise his business.
Lemoine's decision on whether or not to advertise his circulating library in Didot-Bottin is seemingly arbitrary. He advertised in 1843 and 1844, then included only a name-and-address listing until 1862. During the next decade of entries the circulating library was mentioned again, but 1873 to 1878 saw a return to the shorter listing. From 1879 through 1899 Lemoine again ran a long listing but made no mention of a circulating library, which may or may not have existed at this point.
Of the other five businesses, Grus advertised his circulating library in Didot-Bottin in the 1840s and 1850s, as did Challiot, and Colombier occasionally added a line to his entry mentioning his library (between 1839 and 1880). Brandus and Heugel usually simply listed an address in Didot-Bottin, but this changed for Heugel a few years after the business became Heugel & fils. Many of the Heugel & fils entries of the 1870s, 1890s and 1910s were quite long, but did not mention the circulating library, though we know from ads in Le ménestrel that it was operating.
With all of these businesses the seemingly arbitrary decision of whether or not to advertise the circulating library reflects changes of personnel and adjustments of advertising plans. This makes Didot-Bottin valuable for identifying the existence of circulating libraries, but not as useful for determining when the libraries began or how long they lasted.
A feature of these firms that stands out is their interconnectedness, and following the businesses through the years makes evident legal relationships and ties of family and work. Hopkinson, in an appendix to Parisian Music Publishers, lists some relationships in graphic form. 39 The same ties are present among the circulating libraries.
Brandus may serve as an example. In 1846 Louis Brandus purchased the firm of Schlesinger, which had a circulating library. In 1850 Louis's younger brother, Gemmy, became a partner, and the firm acquired Troupenas, which also had a circulating library. They took Dufour into partnership in 1854. The business was not doing well, so in 1855 Brandus ceded a part of the business to Retté, including the library, in order to keep finances afloat. Brandus took the circulating library back in 1865. Finally, the firm was sold to Maquet in 1887. A graphical presentation of these relationships might look like the chart below. The businesses that held circulating libraries are in bold, and familial relationships appear in italics.
Business Cycle of Grus

Alexandre Grus Followed by son Léon Grus Followed by son Lucien Grus
Sold to Lemoine
Henry Lemoine has such a long list of relatives who were music publishers that a family tree is published in Devriès and Lesure. Our chart of his business looks like this: Reading the business and biographical facts as presented by Devriès and Lesure makes it clear that life as a merchant of music was often difficult. Louis Brandus, who, in addition to having a long-term business, was president of the Chambre de commerce de musique from 1884, ended his life in 1887 by committing suicide. 40 Further, the phrase "en faillite" (bankrupt) appears with disturbing frequency. Bernard-Latte, Biville, Carpentier, Catelin, Marcel Colombier, Décombe, Dufaut, Duhan, Dumouchel, Heu, Hiélard, Janet & Cotelle, Auguste Leduc, Legouix, Sylvain Saint-Etienne, Sieber fils, and Vasseur all experienced this misfortune. In fact, more than 10 percent of those on the list of French music circulating libraries in our appendix went bankrupt-and those are just a quick count of the ones we happen to know. The real number of bankruptcies was doubtless higher.
Business Cycle of Henry Lemoine
Henry Lemoine
The focus in this section has been on six established businesses that held music circulating libraries for thirty years or more. By contrast, many of the businesses with circulating libraries in the mid to late 1800s were short-lived. Fully twenty-one Paris businesses on our list of 117 seemed to have operated for no more than three years. Alfred Carpentier, for example, established a business around 1880. The only listing in Didot-Bottin is in 1882: "Carpentier (A.) (anc. maison Gambogi), éditeur-commissionnaire, grand abonnement de musique, pianos et orgues, rue du Quatre-Septembre, 24." The name never appeared again in DidotBottin, as the business went bankrupt in 1882.
Sometimes new names appear as successors to former businesses. The name Roux is listed only once in Didot-Bottin, as a successor to Madame Durand-Duquesnay, with a circulating library. Apparently the business did not last long, because the name dropped from the annual directory. The inherent riskiness of business enterprises is evident in the music listings in Didot-Bottin. A circulating library owner would have needed capital to either buy an existing business or to purchase or rent a shop, to buy a collection of scores to rent, to provide some way of marking and perhaps binding the scores, and finally to find some way to advertise. Establishing a business was as risky then as it is now, and there were many more short-lived attempts at music shops with circulating libraries than there were long-term businesses.
INTO THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: THE MEGA-BUSINESSES
Referring back to table 1, we can see as we move into the twentieth century that the number of circulating libraries operating in France remained fairly stable for several decades, but was considerably lower than the high point between the 1830s and early 1850s. At the same time, the numbers of general music stores were increasing at a great rate (see table 2 ). Whereas during the 1840s nearly 50 percent of music businesses at one time included music circulating libraries, the music businesses that held circulating libraries decreased to 10 percent in the twentieth century. 41 Not only did the numbers of music circulating libraries decrease, their significance in the music trade overall plummeted.
There were a few holdouts. In the 1920s, we can verify that ten businesses in Paris were still advertising their music circulating libraries. Before World War II, in the 1930s, that number had dropped to five, and these were all large businesses: Durand, Eschig (which later merged with Durand), Fortin, Hamelle, and Rouart-Lerolle. Two of these, Durand and Hamelle, had their beginnings in the nineteenth century, Durand in 1869, and Hamelle in 1877. The other three began in the twentieth century-Rouart-Lerolle (1904), Eschig (1907) and Fortin (ca. 1920)-demonstrating that even new firms in the twentieth century considered circulating libraries a viable part of the business. In fact, Fortin was the only one of these businesses, and only one of a handful since the Bureau d'abonnment musical opened in 1765, that was solely a music circulating library. A picture in a catalog Fortin published in 1933 gives a rare glimpse of the public face of such a library (see fig. 3 ). They advertised a stock of more than a million pieces and, what is easier to believe, 7,000 scores.
After World War II and into the 1950s there were only two businesses still advertising. In the 1953 edition of Didot-Bottin, Durand and Fortin still list their circulating libraries; by the 1959 edition, all trace of such businesses is missing from the annual.
Two first-person anecdotes reflect on the demise of such businesses. Jack Rokahr, who built the collection of largely-French opera scores that resides at the Music Library of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, related how he visited the store of Legresle in Nice in 1946. All scores were behind the sales counter in large horizontal cubbyholes covered by Music Circulating Libraries in France 779
41. The count of music businesses in table 2 is derived from the corresponding years in annuals, such as the Annuaire général du commerce of Didot-Bottin. Note that the numbers of circulating libraries differ in tables 1 and 2 because of the method used for counting. In table 1 only the businesses that were verified to have had circulating libraries during the decade were counted. In table 2 businesses were counted as having circulating libraries if the business was listed in Didot-Bottin for the given year and had held a circulating library at any time in its history.
leather flaps and marked with the composers' names. The scores marked for sale were nearest the door, while the circulating library was separated at the far end of the counter. At that time some of the circulating library stock was being sold, and Rokahr bought five used scores for his collection. When he returned to the store in the 1950s, the circulating library section was very small, and when he went back again in the 1970s it was nonexistent. 42 More than one hundred scores in Rokahr's collection contain marks showing that they were once part of music circulating libraries. A large percentage of these are marked with a sticker from Rouart-Lerolle, but twenty-seven other libraries from both Paris and the provinces are also represented. Many of these Rokahr bought from Arioso, a music shop in Paris dealing with both new and used scores. The current proprietor of the shop, Bernard Peyrotte, remembered his experience in trying to acquire used stock from music circulating libraries for his store. 43 DupontMetzner in Nancy contacted him about selling used circulating library scores, and Peyrotte took a trip down to Nancy to look over the stock. Unfortunately, the scores had been stored in a basement and not inspected for decades. When Peyrotte descended the steps with his host, they found that flooding had completely destroyed the scores.
We asked what might have happened to scores from large music circulating libraries whose businesses lasted the longest, such as Durand, and to that question Monsieur Peyrotte shook his head. Real estate is so expensive in Paris, he explained, that when Durand moved to a new location, they moved quickly. Their stock of used circulating library scores may have been worth a nice amount on the used market. But that figure paled in comparison to the cost of the real estate needed for storage, which was about two hundred times as much, so the stock of scores was simply destroyed when the business moved. Scores from circulating libraries are still sometimes available in the used score market. Some of them can be identified by their goldembossed green-pebbled binding-a binding that was used by a number of circulating libraries in the twentieth century. Most of the scores, however, are identifiable by stickers on the front. The orange 3Љ X 5Љ RouartLerolle sticker, with its name, address, and conditions of borrowing, is a common sight in the Rokahr Family Archive.
PATRONS OF CIRCULATING LIBRARIES
The question of who might have used music circulating libraries is one not easily answered by primary sources. There are, for instance, no subscription rolls or other information on borrowers. What we do know is that scores were relatively expensive to purchase through much of the nineteenth century, and many people simply did not have the disposable income to invest in music. Enrollment in a subscription library would have been the only economically feasible solution for much of the population. At the same time, the need for music as a consumer good was increasing dramatically. In the words of Supičić in Music in Society: "The enormous expansion of the musical public . . . brought with it an enormous expansion in musical 'consumption.' " 44 The circulating libraries filled both a social need and an economic one.
It is unlikely that the primary clientele for the circulating libraries came from either the upper or the lower classes. The relatively small elite class was the group with the most leisure time to play and sing, and music would have been an important part of the social fabric. But one suspects the elite would have had the means to buy their music and not have had to make use of a library.
At the other end of the social spectrum, the lower working classes would also have been unlikely subscribers, because even this inexpensive way of obtaining music would have been beyond their means. In professions not immediately affected by mechanization, such as the building trades, wages remained steady in the first half of the nineteenth century, but the early years of industrialization were difficult for many workers. Although earnings depended on one's profession, between 1810 and 1850 the general trend of workers' wages was downward. 45 Until the 1850s the wages of factory workers "which varied regionally and over time, tended to be around what was estimated to be subsistence level." 46 Compounding the difficulty for lower class laborers was the cost of living. In the 1840's a laborer in the north of France could expect to spend 70-80 percent of his wages on food, 6-12 percent on rent, 13-21 percent on clothing, and 8-12 percent on heating and lighting. Even taking the lowest percentages in each of these categories we find a mere 3 percent left for medical care and recreation. 47 "For most families life, even at the best of times must have involved a constant struggle to make ends meet." 48 Add to this the fact that they worked twelve-to-fourteen-hour days and we see that there was neither leisure time nor money to devote to serious music.
A period of economic prosperity for entrepreneurs occurred in 1851-71, and wages rose: 40 percent in the building industries, 50 percent in metallurgy, 60 percent in mining, and 78 percent in textiles. At the same time, however, the cost of living increased to the extent that the worker in 1860 was no better off than he had been a decade before. After this date the situation finally began to improve as "the rise in wages overtook the rise in the cost of living, increasing purchasing power." 49 The cost of living actually fell between 1873 and 1896, increasing workers' real wages by 40-45 percent. 50 Now, at last, the laborer had some disposable income and might have used some of it to join a circulating library. On the other hand, while we know that at the end of the century instruction in the form of classes, popular libraries, and organized museum visits were established for the workers, 51 we found no evidence of similar attempts to offer music education.
The middle classes encompassed a wide variety of jobs and wages. The civil servant who earned about 1,500 francs in 1900 was not a great deal better off than the manual laborers of the time. But the average middleclass employer in manufacturing annually earned some 12,500 francs in 1860 52 (at a time when his employee was making less than a tenth of that amount 53 ), and a lawyer might earn 20,000 francs or more. 54 Not only would much of the middle class have had the money to join a circulating library, these were the people with the most hope of social advancement. We know, for instance, that the daughter of a well-to-do member of the bourgeoisie who wished to marry a gentleman of similar status was expected to play the piano, just as her prospective husband must be versed in Latin. 55 The lower middle classes, the small business owners, civil clerks and so forth, were the people with the most hope of social advancement. They would have been attempting to emulate the interests and social abilities of their "betters" in addition to improving their financial positions. They were especially interested in advancing the interests of their children. Part of this campaign involved improved education, and this would almost certainly have included some instruction in fine arts. We get a hint of this in the advertisements run by Brandus between 1869 and 1880 suggesting that a circulating library subscription would make an excellent New Year's gift for a student.
Though we know that Richard Wagner used circulating libraries, 56 that a young Puccini bemoaned the fact that he could not afford to join one, 57 and that Moscheles was such an obsessive user of music circulating libraries that his teacher made him stop, 58 we could find no direct evidence of French composers making use of these establishments. Many of them came from a middle-class background, though. Chabrier's father was a lawyer, and he himself worked as a civil servant until the age of forty-two. 59 Massenet's father was the director of a scythe factory and had been involved in mining and metallurgy before that. 60 father was a wealthy building contractor. 61 It is easy to imagine any of these or other young students and composers taking advantage of circulating libraries.
Though it would be lovely to know which composers were most popular for patrons and what kinds of music they borrowed most frequently, there are only a few clues to such information. We can learn a bit through music catalogs. Bernard Latte published a catalog in 1835 that was thirty-eight pages long. Nineteen pages were given over to vocal solos with piano accompaniment, and seven to piano alone. All string music (including that for harp and guitar) required just six pages, while flute had an astonishing four pages all to itself. Other winds received a scant two pages in total. Other catalogs were similarly weighted towards vocal (particularly opera) scores and solo piano music, leading one to suspect that these were the most popular media in nineteenth-century France. The Rokahr Family Archive, a collection of nearly four thousand opera scores, contains 107 scores that once belonged to circulating libraries. Of the 107, only one is a full score, the rest divide into roughly equal parts piano-vocal scores and piano scores of operas. This implies that these circulating library scores were mostly used for playing at home and in small, informal groups.
Interestingly, we have in hand eleven original checkout cards, nine from Eschig, given to us by Bernard Peyrotte in Paris, and one each from the libraries of Barthe and Legresle, found in the Rokahr collection. The cards are for operas by Adam, Cuvillier, De Lara, Gounod, Leroux, Mazellier, Paladilhe, Planquette (see fig. 4 ), Pons, and Seynes. Such a small sample is of no real use in determining the borrowing habits of circulating library users. One cannot help being struck, though, by the obscurity of most of these composers today.
CONCLUSION
Music circulating libraries were a significant part of the music business in France for more than a century and a half. The first one was founded in Paris in 1765, but the numbers exploded in the 1840s when more than thirty music businesses were advertising their circulating libraries. The music circulating library business dropped off as the century turned, and was continued after World War II by only a handful of businesses. The last circulating libraries stopped advertising in the 1950s. Overall, we found evidence of 130 French music circulating libraries, 117 of which were in Paris. The fictional Parisian musician at the beginning of this article and his amateur students were well-served by the circulating libraries. Salaries for the middle classes and their living expenses made buying music scores a luxury. Having a subscription to a music circulating library allowed professional and leisure-time use of music scores that would not otherwise have been affordable. Adding a circulating library to a music business was an opportunistic, flexible approach to business that fit the needs of the time.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
There are several research directions that might garner further information about French music circulating libraries. Having searched unsuccessfully for advertising in the few general French newspapers owned by the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Libraries (see n. 36), we elected to devote our research time to music journals. A more thorough and methodical search of nineteenth-and early-twentieth-century French newspapers, particularly those for the decades when music circulating libraries were at their height of popularity, might be well worth the time. If databases become available for French newspapers as they have for American ones, this kind of information could be several mouse clicks away.
Work at the Archives de Paris and at other French city archives could yield information on music circulating libraries from primary financial and legal documents. Because these libraries were almost always connected to another, larger business, such as a music publisher, it is likely that the proprietor did not need legal permission to add this element to his business. This lessens the probability of finding relevant legal documents; nonetheless, some might exist. Though we found no archives of any business in our searches, that does not mean that there are none. If a city archive inherited the records of defunct circulating libraries, one might uncover a trove of catalogs and circulation records. This would probably be the best hope of getting a more complete picture of patron use.
We began our research sorting piece-by-piece through the Rokahr Family Archive to identify scores once held by circulating libraries. Examining the score collections of other libraries would no doubt reveal more such works, though probably the only way to find these would be through a time-consuming shelf-reading of the stacks.
Our impression of who would have patronized circulating libraries is based on extrapolation from the few economic indexes we found, and on conclusions reached from social histories. We found that social histories of nineteenth-century France treated such topics as general education, literature, and the concert and theater scenes, but largely ignored amateur music making. It appears that a social history that concentrates on this subject is sorely needed.
APPENDIX: LIST OF CIRCULATING MUSIC LIBRARIES IN FRANCE
Following is a list of circulating music libraries in Paris and the provinces spanning the period of their existence, 1765 to ca. 1950.
Sources:
The list was compiled from the following six sources.
1) The Rokahr Family Archive (RFA) at the University of NebraskaLincoln. The archive is a collection of nearly five thousand opera scores, with concentration on French works of the nineteenth century. A number of these scores were bought on the used book market, and we identified 107 that came from former music circulating libraries. Such scores are usually marked with stickers on the front covers, sometimes with inscribed covers, and sometimes with stamped pages. -1908, 1910-11, 1913, 1915-17, 1919-20, 1922, 1925, 1927, 1929-31, 1933, 1935, 1939-40, 1950, 1953, and 1959 . Missing volumes were either not published (pre-1835) or not available in the British Library (post-1908). A search in the "Professions" section in the Paris volumes under "Musique (marchands de)" proved to be the most useful. The search yielded a list of music shops, which sometimes mentioned "abonnements" as well as other functions of the shop. Listings of functions were much rarer in the provinces section, so provincial music circulating libraries were rarely identified using these annuals. 3) Agenda musical for 1836-37 and Annales de la musique, 1819. Both of these sources list music businesses operating in France at the time. 4) Anik Devriès and François Lesure, Dictionnaire des éditeurs de musique francais, 2 vols. in 3, Archives de l'édition musical française, 4 (Geneva: Minkoff, 1979-88). While the aim of this reference source is to give information about publishers, occasionally a music circulating library is mentioned in the information about a specific business. 5) Advertisements in music periodicals sometimes yielded names of businesses advertising music circulating libraries. Some of these names were found in no other sources. 6) Publishers' catalogs. The collection of catalogs at the Bibliothèque nationale de France yielded a few for music circulating libraries, many publishers' catalogs that also mentioned a connected library, and fliers and folders that advertised the libraries. Since the name of the business had to be identified before material was requested from the librarian, there may be some businesses with catalogs that mentioned circulating libraries that we missed.
Dates:
The list includes dates of each business as stated in Devriès-Lesure or other reference sources. The circulating library, however, may not have been operating during the whole tenure of the business. Therefore, the third column is "Verified dates of abonnement," which gives the first and last independently verified dates that we have for a music circulating library. Sources for these dates are indicated with the following abbreviations:
